
Guitar Workshop 

What is our goal as guitarists? 
 

Let’s Discuss!  

Acoustic vs Electric.  

 

When playing as the sole electric guitarist: 

 
- Cover key hooks/lines. 
- Impersonating duel electric guitarists in big moments with two note 

voicings. 

 
- Root note + Third. (fat low sound, higher complimentary sound)  
- Who else is in the band? What is their role? Are they playing?  Bass, 

Keys, Auxiliary Instruments? 

 

When playing with another electric guitarists: 

- Learning not to overplay. What frequencies am I occupying? What is 
the other guitarist doing? Where is the song sitting dynamically? Do I 
need to be playing? Always try and do something different and 
complimentary! (Rhythmically, tonally, octaves?) 

- What space is the other electric guitarist occupying tonally? Any 
studio engineer will tell you that 2x electric guitars can be gross. 
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How can our guitar tone help in achieving these goals? 
 

- Any guitar:  

These topics aren’t the most popular ones because they can’t be fixed by 
spending money! J Instead, they require practice and a bit of discipline! 
They are so important for CLARITY.  

a. Sensitivity of fretting-hand touch 
b. Strumming-hand attack  

 
ELECTRIC     ACOUSTIC 

Guitar (P’UP, Trem, Hollow?) Guitar (cutaway? Full body?) 
Amp (choice, mic’ing, volume)  Strings 
Strings Pickup Selection 
Pickup Selection Pick or Fingerpicking 
Pedals (comp, gain stage, delay, 
verb, mod+other) 

Gear (preamp, a quality DI, 
maybe a verb?) 

 

Steps to great tone for electric guitarists: 

1. EQ – even across frequencies, or less low end and more highs for a big 
soaring sound that sticks out.  

2. DRIVE – have 1 or 2 levels of gain. 
3. CLARITY – how much reverb/delay you use. Trail length. 
4. EVEN-NESS – how consistent is your volume? Change tone, rather than 

volume, and your FOH guys will love you. 

 

SOME THINGS TO TRY: 

Clean tone - delay pedal with quarter note delay heavy mix, short decay (3-4 
repeats), first repeat heard but the rest dying. Mild plate verb, short decay 
and mild mix. Amp just breaking up when you dig in. Compressor on to keep 
everything consistent.  
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Rhythm tone - light overdrive. Don’t want to get muddy. If lead, gain up, if 
rhythm gain down.  

Lead tone - light verb, heavy drive, careful on heavy verb because clarity. 
Drive up, find pedal’s tonal sweet spot.  

Super lead - MORE gain. Better for single notes with less note carrying 
across. Use it maybe 3 percent of the time. 

Push tone - more reverb, two drive pedals, very dark on tone knob, fading in 
with volume pedal.  

Razor tone - stabbing the guitar and letting it ring out, lots of verb and 
drive.  

Spank tone - short, choppy rakes or rhythm. zero drive and zero reverb, 
letting the spank come through. Short delays.  

 

How can we steward spontaneous worship moments well?  
 

Let’s be guitarists who know what to play (or what NOT to play!) when God 
is moving: 

1 Samuel 16:15-23  

Spontaneous moment ≠ IMPROVISE. Spontaneous moment ≠ PLAY PARTS 

Stewarding moments is all about sensitivity to the presence of God and the 
work of the Holy Spirit in the room.  

We do know that David could improvise: 

“You improvise songs on the harp like David and invent your own musical 
instruments.” Amos 6:5 
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If I have decided to improvise, or feel led to by the Spirit: 

- What is the purpose? (Melodic? Background? Ego?) 
- What can I sing or hum to myself? (Go listen to B.B King) 
- What’s the progression? You won’t hum or sing something that 

doesn’t sit well with the chords. 1, 3 and 5 will sit well, creating 
resolution. Other notes will create tension.  

 

Chris’ Number 1 tip to improvising!!!! HERE IT COMES: 

Learn how to play the major scale anywhere on the neck in any key. 
Oooooof. 

But if not, try starting with some simple three-note CAGED shapes:  

 
 

Factors you can consider when improvising: 

- Note Selection (hugely important!) 
- Order of notes 
- Legato (hammer on’s, pull off’s) 
- Rhythmic phrasing 
- Guitar techniques like slides, bends 
- Velocity 

 

Improvising fingerpicking for acoustic guitars in SELAH moments.  

- Start with your Sus2, Sus4.  
- Hammer on’s and Pull off’s 
- Open strings just sound so goooood.  


